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Love Is
 
love is a powerful world that should not be taking for granted 
love is not when you say i love you and you don't mean it
love is when you would stay there when them when there world is cave in
love is when you will stayed with them when all is lost
love is not when you leave them when they need you the most
love is when you need a friend the most and they are there for you
love should never be taking for granted 
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Pain
 
pain can hurt some times in life
so should i take my life or should i keep it
if i live a other day then i have deal with pain
pain by go home to get beat by my father
pain by not being love
pain by going to school to get bully
pain by going to school to get call a loser
pain by getting stab
pain by not having a friend to be there for me
so should i kill my self
i can go outside and hang my self
i can shoot my self
i can drowned my self
i can jump off a house
but this it is only a temporary solution
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Who Am I
 
who am i
i look at my self
and i ask my self
who am i
who is this
why do i live
who am i
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Wings Of A Eagle
 
i wish i can fly on the wings of a Eagle  
leave this world of pain behind
fly in the sky were no one bounds
live the life  that no one dares
 
not fished working  on it
let me know what you think of it
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